**HISTORY OF PRIVILEGED ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT**

**GEN 1 - BREAK-GLASS ACCOUNTS**

Break-glass accounts are a way to allow an account to perform tasks that require elevated privileges, such as administrator rights.

**THE PROBLEM WITH PAM**

Modern endpoint management
- Desktop Activity launch
- Account lifecycle management
- Access Control
- Remediate Privilege Sprawl
- Privilege Visualization
- Continuous discovery

**LOCKDOWN ENDPOINT PRIVILEGE**

- Boost productivity wherever work is done - Deploy software and custom OS settings to any Windows endpoint, streamline VPN management and more.
- Enforce Zero Standing Privileges - Remove unnecessary administrative accounts from all endpoints in just one click.
- Discover your blind spots in minutes - Scan tens of thousands of endpoints within minutes, identifying potential entry points for attackers. Continuous scanning ensures that account sprawl won't be an issue.

**INCUMBENT SOLUTIONS**

- Historically, enterprises have paired their Privileged Access Management (PAM) solution with a password vault. However, the solution provides limited visibility into the actual usage of the accounts stored in the vault.

**THE PROBLEM WITH PAM**

- The growth of privileged accounts results in a widening attack surface. The number of additional accounts is increasing due to the proliferation of cloud, IoT, and third-party vendors.

**THE IDEAL SOLUTION**

- Netwrix Privilege Secure: As part of the ACCESS MANAGEMENT SOLUTION, Netwrix Privilege Secure allows you to just-in-time access via Activity-Based Access Control.

**PROXY SERVERS**

- Additional server for authentication of elevated accounts.

**CONCLUSION**

- Netwrix Privilege Secure: As part of the ACCESS MANAGEMENT SOLUTION, Netwrix Privilege Secure allows you to just-in-time access via Activity-Based Access Control.

**TRADE-ONLY OFFER**

- No privileged attack surface is left behind. Privilege Visualization reduces Standing Privilege. For Active Directory environments.

**LEARN MORE OR REQUEST ONE-TO-ONE DEMO**

- netwrix.com/pricing
- sales@netwrix.com
- 888-638-9749